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1o In many representation theorems of different branches of abstract mathematics, for example, representation of ordered sets by cuts,
that of lattices by sets of ideals, the conjugate spaces of Banach spaces,
or the duality of groups, there seem to appear some similar conceptions. In order to deal with those representation theorems simultaneously, we made an attempt to set up a concept of a universal mathematical structure, in which the main rSle is played by some selected
applications of a system to a system, which we call homomorphisms,
but they may be continuous mappings in topological spaces, orderpreserving mappings in ordered sets or linear operators in linear spaces.
The definitions of our structure and some results of them will be
stated in this note, but we omit the detail of proofs which, as well
as the applications to individual specialized systems, will be published
elsewhere.
2. Let (R) be a family of sets. A set in (R) is called a system.
If X and Z are systems and Z X, then Z is called a subsystem of
X. We assume that, to each pair of systems X and Y, a family
Horn (X, Y) of applications which map X into Y is distinguished. An
application p in Hom (X, Y) is called a homomorphism of X in Y.
Further we assume that those homomorphisms and the family (R) satisfy
the following axioms which fall into five groups (A)-(E).
In these statements of axioms, the letters X, Y and Z denote
systems.
The axioms of the group (A) are concerned with the conditions
for an application of a system to be a homomorphism.
(A1) If ZX, and Iz is the identical mapping on Z, then
Iz e Hom (Z, X).
Horn Z Y then Zo Horn ( X, Y
(A2) If q Horn X, Z) and
(A3) If q Horn (X, Y) and q(X) Z, then q e Horn (X, Z).
The axioms of the group (B) are concerned with the conditions
for a set to be a system.

(B1)
(B2)
(B3)
system X

If q Horn (X, Y), then o(X) (R).
If qHom(X, Y) and Zo(X)@4),

then o-l(Z)e(R). 1
There exists a one element system [e} such that for any
the application which maps each element x of X onto e is

1) (x)={(x); xex}, -(z)={x;

(x)ez}.

